MONDAY
07:30

09:30

EARLY MORNING DUTIES

MORNING DUTIES

Cats:
 Clean enclosures (poo,
vomit, old food etc.)
 Clean (scrub inside and
outside with sponge)
and refill water buckets
 Hang the blankets over
the fence
 Feed Servals
 Wash all food dishes,
dry them and pack them
neatly

Slaughter House:

Wash (with soap) all floors , counters and
food dishes
 Clean back room

12:30 –
14:00

14:00 –
16:00
ANIMAL TIME

Rabbits, Mice and Rats
 Wash and refill the
water and give food
 Sweep the floors and
puff up the grass
Slaughter house:
Sweep the floors
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Mice and Rats


Wash all cages and put new grass

Servals


Hang blanckets over the fence to air
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Please spend time with all the animals
At 14:45 go to slaughter house and put the
meat in the warming machine
One volunteer is responsible to turn the meat
at 15:15
At 15:45 swop the top and bottom meat
At 16:00 weigh out the meat and feed all the
cats

Cats:
 Small and big
cats must be
fed
 Put the
blankets back
onto their
beds
Slaughter House:
 After
feeding,
sweep the
floors and
mop up any
blood
 Kitchen must
be locked



Change the
bin bag

TUESDAY
07:30

09:30

12:30 –
14:00

14:00 –
16:00

MORNING DUTIES
ANIMAL TIME
EARLY MORNING DUTIES
Cheetah run
Cats:
 Clean enclosures (poo,
vomit, old food etc.)
 Clean (scrub inside and
outside with sponge)
and refill water buckets
 Hang the blankets over
the fence
 Feed Servals
 Wash all food dishes,
dry them and pack them
neatly
Rabbits, Mice and Rats
 Wash and refill the
water and give food
 Sweep the floors and
puff up the grass
Slaughter house:
Sweep the floors

Maintenance of Centre
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Hardus will give all jobs that needs to be
done
Water troths must be washed (zebra and
behind baby cheetah)

Rabbits:



Clean and wash all the cages and enclosures
with soap
After everything is dry, put new grass
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Please spend time with all the animals
At 14:45 go to slaughter house and put the
meat in the warming machine
One volunteer is responsible to turn the meat
at 15:15
At 15:45 swop the top and bottom meat
At 16:00 weigh out the meat and feed all the
cats

Cats:
 Small and big
cats must be
fed
 Put the
blankets back
onto their
beds
Slaughter House:
 After
feeding,
sweep the
floors and
mop up any
blood
 Kitchen must
be locked



Change the
bin bag

WEDNESDAY
07:30

VOLUNTEERS DAY OFF 

EARLY MORNING DUTIES
Cats:
 Clean enclosures (poo,
vomit, old food etc.)
 Clean (scrub inside and
outside with sponge)
and refill water buckets
 Hang the blankets over
the fence
 Feed Servals
 Wash all food dishes,
dry them and pack them
neatly
Rabbits, Mice and Rats
 Wash and refill the
water and give food
 Sweep the floors and
puff up the grass
Slaughter house:
Sweep the floors
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If the volunteers are
staying close to the Dell,
they have to help with
early morning duties.
And if back by feeding
help to feed the animals
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.Cats:
 Small and big
cats must be
fed
 Put the
blankets back
onto their
beds
Slaughter House:
 After
feeding,
sweep the
floors and
mop up any
blood
 Kitchen must
be locked



Change the
bin bag

THURSDAY
07:30

09:30

12:30 –
14:00

14:00 –
16:00

MORNING DUTIES
EARLY MORNING DUTIES
Cheetah run
Cats:
 Clean enclosures (poo,
vomit, old food etc.)
 Clean (scrub inside and
outside with sponge)
and refill water buckets
 Hang the blankets over
the fence
 Feed Servals
 Wash all food dishes,
dry them and pack them
neatly
Rabbits, Mice and Rats
 Wash and refill the
water and give food
 Sweep the floors and
puff up the grass
Slaughter house:
Sweep the floors
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Maintenance of Centre

ANIMAL TIME



Hardus will give all jobs that needs to be
done






Water troths must be washed (zebra and
behind baby cheetah)



All Cheetahs houses must be washed inside
and outside



All water buckets must be washed with
Domestos
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Please spend time with all the animals
At 14:45 go to slaughter house and put the
meat in the warming machine
One volunteer is responsible to turn the meat
at 15:15
At 15:45 swop the top and bottom meat
At 16:00 weigh out the meat and feed all the
cats

Cats:
 Small and
big cats
must be fed
 Put the
blankets
back onto
their beds
Slaughter
House:
 After
feeding,
sweep the
floors and
mop up any
blood
 Kitchen
must be
locked



Change
the bin
bag

FRIDAY
07:30

09:30

12:30 –
14:00

14:00 –
16:00

MORNING DUTIES
EARLY MORNING DUTIES
Cats:
 Clean enclosures (poo,
vomit, old food etc.)
 Clean (scrub inside and
outside with sponge)
and refill water buckets
 Hang the blankets over
the fence
 Feed Servals
 Wash all food dishes,
dry them and pack them
neatly
Rabbits, Mice and Rats
 Wash and refill the
water and give food
 Sweep the floors and
puff up the grass
Slaughter house:
Sweep the floors

ANIMAL TIME
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Slaughter House:


Wash (with soap) all floors, counters and
food dishes

Education Centre:






Chairs and green tables must be cleaned
Sement tables must be washed
Clean Toilets (mop the floors)
Floor swept
Leaves raked

Tweety and Squirrel


Wash the cages and put new sand and
grass
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Please spend time with all the animals
At 14:45 go to slaughter house and put the
meat in the warming machine
One volunteer is responsible to turn the meat
at 15:15
At 15:45 swop the top and bottom meat
At 16:00 weigh out the meat and feed all the
cats

Cats:
 Small and big
cats must be
fed
 Put the
blankets back
onto their
beds
Slaughter House:
 After
feeding,
sweep the
floors and
mop up any
blood
 Kitchen must
be locked



Change the
bin bag

SATURDAY
07:30

09:30

12:30 –
14:00

14:00 –
16:00

MORNING DUTIES
EARLY MORNING DUTIES
Cats:
 Clean enclosures (poo,
vomit, old food etc.)
 Clean (scrub inside and
outside with sponge)
and refill water buckets
 Hang the blankets over
the fence
 Feed Servals
 Wash all food dishes,
dry them and pack them
neatly
Rabbits, Mice and Rats
 Wash and refill the
water and give food
 Sweep the floors and
puff up the grass
Slaughter house:
Sweep the floors
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ANIMAL TIME

Maintenance of Centre



Hardus will give all jobs that needs to be
done
Water troths must be washed (zebra and
behind baby cheetah)

Servals





Servals cages must be raked and cleaned
Houses must be washed inside and outside
and when its dry put fresh grass
Wash water buckets with Domestos
Hang blanckets over the fence to air
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Please spend time with all the animals
At 14:45 go to slaughter house and put the
meat in the warming machine
One volunteer is responsible to turn the meat
at 15:15
At 15:45 swop the top and bottom meat
At 16:00 weigh out the meat and feed all the
cats

Cats:
 Small and big
cats must be
fed
 Put the
blankets back
onto their
beds
Slaughter House:
 After
feeding,
sweep the
floors and
mop up any
blood
 Kitchen must
be locked



Change the
bin bag

SUNDAY
08:00
16:00
MORNING DUTIES
EARLY MORNING DUTIES
Cats:
 Clean enclosures (poo,
vomit, old food etc.)
 Clean (scrub inside and
outside with sponge)
and refill water buckets
 Hang the blankets over
the fence
 Feed Servals
 Wash all food dishes,
dry them and pack them
neatly
Rabbits, Mice and Rats
 Wash and refill the
water and give food
 Sweep the floors and
puff up the grass
Slaughter house:
Sweep the floors
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Cats:
 Cheetah’s will be fed with bones at
10:00
Slaughter House:
 Wash the white meat containers

Rest of the day is off time
till small cats have to be
fed at 16:00
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Relax until 16:00 when small cats
must be fed

Cats:
 Small and big
cats must be
fed
 Put the
blankets back
onto their
beds
Slaughter House:
 After
feeding,
sweep the
floors and
mop up any
blood
 Kitchen must
be locked



Change the
bin bag

